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This essay explores, the controversial, 2018 techno-feminist publication: The Xenofeminist 
Manifesto and uses it as a basis of understanding of the concept of post-genderism in order to 
investigate how, the visual artists, Fecal Matter and Salvia perform as postgenderists. 
Postgenderism is an extrapolation of ways that technology is eroding the biological, 
psychological and social role of gender, and an argument for why the erosion of binary 
gender will be liberatory (Dvorsky and Hughes, 2008, p2).  

M̴̫̔y̵̺͐  ̷̠̈ p ̸̤̕ r̸̜̋ã̶͔ c̵͙̐t̵̬͘ḯ
̸
̪ s ̶̾ ̺ ȩ̴́ ̸̭̋ı̷̎͜ s ̷̟̀  ̵ ͓̃p ̶̙̀ å̸̙ r̶͙̓t̶͌ ͍  ̶ ̗̑o̵͠ ͖ f̸̼́  ̵̩͛a̴͠ ̡  ̴̦̅ c̵̮̐ȏ̴̪ l̸̲̽l̶̼͌á̶̲ b ̴̪̽ o̶̓ ̢r̸̡̊a̵̗͒ t̶͓̓ ı̴͎̾v̶̈́ ̹ ē̸͇  ̴̦̐ 

a̷͉͌ ṋ̴̎ d ̴̓ ̞  ̸̮̏ w ̷̜̓ ë̴̗́  ̴͈͠ d ̶̈͜ ĕ̷͔f̴̮̚ ı̸͑͜ n ̷̓ ̡é̷̩ ̸ ̉͜ ơ̴͎u ̷̙̓ r̸̖͌s ̷͛ ̫ é̷̯l̷͝ ̹v̸̦̆ é̴̝s ̴͐ ͙  ̷͕̈́ ḁ̷̈́ s̴͍͘  ̶ ̱̒ č̶̻y̷̿ ͅ b ̷͑ ͖ o̷͔̓ r̶̥̾g̷̯̀  ̸̬̿ /̸̩̏  ̶ ̢͐  
ạ̴̕ r̶̗̾t̴͝ ̝ i̵̙͘ś̴̰ t̷̫̎  ̷̻̚ /̵̖̄  ̷͙̈ b ̵͈̆ ị̶̈o̷͙͂ n ̷͚͂ ỉ̶͎c̵̝͑  ̵̱͒ p ̶̼̚ ë̶͕́o̸̖͒ p ̵̛͜ l̶͕̊ḛ̴̏.̸̨̂  ̵̗̂ O̷̭̓ǘ

̷
̢ r̸̪̽  ̷̘̑ w ̵̝͊ ȍ̷̭ r̷̰͂k̵̢͘  ̶ ̩͊  

m̵͉̈́ a̶̪̿ n ̶̦̄ ĭ̶̦f̶͠ ̰ e̷̹͌ s ̸̾ ̼ ṭ̸̔ s ̵̑ ͉  ̷̰͝ ţ̸̒ h ̷̟͐ r̸͔̚o̷͊ ̢u ̶̥̔ g̸̞̿ h ̴͒ ̘  ̴͈̿ ạ̸̇  ̵̺̐ f̶ ̳́ r̷̮̐ ȇ̶̟ n̸͈͘ z̵̤̈ į̵͝ ȇ̴̙d ̷͋ ̩  ̵͇͐ 
d ̷̛̩ i̶͠ ͓ s ̶̑ ͈ p ̸̯̐ l̴̡̈ê̸̜ä̶̖́ s ̴̓ ̬ ù

̷
̢ r̶ ̭̕ ẽ̴ͅ  ̷͔̆ o̷͓̕ f̷̬͗  ̶ ̟͌ t̷͉͘h ̷̛̜ ë̸͎ ̸̙̍s ̵̑ ̱ ḛ̵͑n ̸̞͒ s ̸͌ ̮ ủ̵̲ ä̶̪ l̶͕̾í̸̞ŝ̵̮ e̴̺͠d ̵̈́ ͍  ̸ ͈̃ f̴̋ë̴̘̣m̶̂ ͍ m̵͍̈́ e̶̮̍ ̸͓̄ 

b ̶̻͂ ô̷̤ d ̵͝ ̦ y̵̳͐  ̸̫͊ ḯ
̷
͎n ̷̞̊  ̵̩͝ t̷̺̽ ẖ̵̎ e̴̼̚ ̸ ͈̃ d ̵̔ ͖ ı̶̳͌g̴͓̑ ı̴͈̿ţ̴̒ ā̵̮ l̴͎̀  ̸͇͊ á̸̦ n ̷̳̉ d ̶̊ ̞  ̸͉̇ m̸̭̀ a̸̒ ̹ t̸̺͘e̶̩̐ř̴̩ ı̵̙͛a̷͑ ̝ ĺ̸̪ 

̴ ̻̈́ r̸͖̀ḙ̸͝a̸̚ ̬ l̷͍͊m̴̜̓ s ̸̏ ̡ .̶ ̗͆  ̸͖͝ W̶͇̓ ẽ̵̯  ̶ ͔̂ a̸̾ ̘ r̸̲͘ȇ̴̞  ̴͒ ŕ̴̪̣e̵̥̅s ̴̏ ̬ ḛ̶͝a̷̦̿ r̸̤̈c̵͎͑h ̷̰͒  ̵͇͒ b ̷͖͒ ǎ̸̝ s ̸̓ ͔ é̷͔ḍ̶̀  ̵̮͗ a̶̟̒ n ̸̻͆ d ̴͈́  
̸ ̀ų̴̣̀s ̷̓ ͙ e̴͚̋  ̷̙͘ t̷̜̄h ̴͎̔ ē̴̼  ̷̢̋  c̸̱̚r̷͎͒e̵̲̕a̶͝ ͎ ṭ̶̅ ı̸̼̽v̷͝ ̰ ê̸͉ ̴ ̺̀ ó̶̙ ǘ̵͈t̶͇͊ p̸̢̀ụ̷̒ t̷͉̍  ̸̟͋ t̵̼̾ó̴̲  ̸̻͒ a̷͆ ͍ n ̶͓̐ a̵̻̿ l̶̗͐y̸͋ ͍ s ̵͖̈́ é̵̳ 
̵ ̮͒å̶̘ n ̷̮̾ ḍ̸̃  ̴̩̐ ṗ̶ͅ ṟ̷̅o̸̖͐ b ̸̺̍ ė̸͕  ̴̑  ō

̷
̡ u ̴̲̅ r̶̝̒  ̶ ̐ ̤ r̵͒͜e̴͍̍s ̴̈ ͈ ẽ̴ͅa̷͠ ̭ r̸̡̉c̵̳͝h ̶̻̀  ̴̹̍ a̸͋ ̬ s ̶̓ ̥  ̵̧̅ w ̴̱̋ e̵̦͐l̸̯̚l̸͓͌  ̵͚̽ a̶̽ ̘ s ̷ ̙̃  

̵ ̩̈́ o̵͍̽ u ̵̳̎ r̴͖̎  ̵͖́ ȁ̵͎ ű̶͜ d ̸̽ ̡ ı̴̩̇ è̴̘n ̵̫̐ c̸̩͝ḙ̴̒ .̷ ̈ ̡  ̶ ̓ ̦ W̸͊͜e̶͎̓  ̶ ̒ ̧ w ̵͋ ̻ ö̷̹́ r̷̨͊k ̶̩̽  ̸͉͋ m̷̾ ͜ a̶͇̐ ı̶͍̓ń̵͈ l̶͇͋ỳ̵̥  
̵ ̰̈́ d ̸̥̀ ı̵̢͂g̴̞̓ i̵ ̩̕ t̵͉͘a̴̺̐ l̸̦̂ l̷͙̅y̵̼̽  ̷ ̘̃ w̵̗͘ ı̴̙̿ẗ̶̳́ h ̴̏ ̭  ̶ ̱̌ t̸ ̲̀ h ̶̯̆ ė̷̬  ̸̟̚  o̵̭͒ č̵̠ c̵͔̐a̶̿ ̘ s ̶͗ ̜ ï̵̥ō̷̺ ṅ̶̻ a̸̻͗ l̴̝͆ 
̵ ̨̃p ̷͚̋ ẻ̷̗r̴̼̆f̷ ̼̃ o̸͈̒ r̵̜̀m̴͙͐ a̷̪͂ ṯ̷ı̸̭̇̀ṽ̸̺ ë̵̟́  ̶ ͙͊ e̷̯̽l̵̪̽e̶͇̔ḿ̸͇ ȩ̵͊n ̷͌ ̢ẗ̶͔ .̸̳̅  ̶ ̐ ̦ W̵͉͑e̶̋͜  ̶͝ ̧  h ̵͚͊ a̵̯̕ v̸̗́ ë̵̮́  
̷ ͔̀b ̸͇̈́ e̷̫͘ ẻ̷͔ǹ̸͜  ̶ ͐ ̭ h ̵͗ ͅ a̶͝ ̘ r̶͈͠n ̷̠̈́ e̷͉͝s ̷̈́͜ s ̸͒ ̫ i̶̙͘ n ̴̝͗ g̷̭̾  ̷̞̋ ȧ̸͜  ̸̝̚ b ̷̥̾ ǒ̶̠ d ̴̽ ̪ y̵̥̎  ̸̝̅ o̷̓͜ f̷͊ ̡ ̸̧̿ w ̷͋ ̨ o̶̜̅ r̷͚̈́k ̵͉͌  ̷ ͉̀  
t̵͎̒h ̸̭̾ a̸͠ ̤ t̴̤̆  ̵̠̍ f̵̟͋ ó̸̗ c̴̉ͅư̵͍ s ̵̆ ͍ ė̸̞s ̵̟̀  ̸̯̄ o̵͠ ̘ n ̸̲͗  ̷̂ ̣ a̶̺̓  ̸̠̑ n ̴͒͜ ı̴̓͜ c̶͍̓h ̸̫̎ e̵͒͜  ̵̺͊ n ̸͕͐ o̵͌ ̹ o̵̮̕ ḱ̵̞  ̴͖͗ ô̴̡f̸͠ ͎  
̸ ͈̈́h ̷̲̕ ī̸͔ś̵͙ t̸̫̽ ŏ̸̗ r̵̭̾ẏ̷̘ .̴͎͗  ̴̧̄ 

I feel it necessary to include both my individual voice and my collaborative voice, in this 
essay, to indicate how this research will affect all aspects of my practise. My collaborative 
practise takes up a huge part of my creative brain and so it is impossible for me not to 
acknowledge its opinion of my research and how it has been informed by it. In addition, I 
have used a third voice within my research of the artists Fecal Matter and Salvia. My reason 
for this being to accentuate the real-life identities of these beings, as well as artists, as 
something to be experienced by the reader of this text as an actuality for our future regarding 
gender. This voice takes form of a first contact report of Fecal Matter and Salvia to invite the 
reader to feel a proximity to said subjects. 



I will analyse The Xenofeminist Manifesto as the most modern form of a technofeminist 
ideology with reference to earlier technofeminist literature and consideration of critiques 
from feminist writers: Annie Goh and Jules Joanne Gleeson. I will, additionally, examine, 
xenofeminist, Helen Hester’s 2018 follow-up publication Xenofeminism to outline the core 
doctrine of xenofeminism. From this analysis I will have an understanding of the concept of 
post-genderism and alienation. 

With this knowledge, I will look into the artists Fecal Matter and Salvia and how they 
perform as postgenderists, with acknowledgement of the study of gender and the Fashion 
Industry. 

I would like my research project to allow me to understand my feminism. I am well aware 
that as a white cisgendered woman, my position is that of privilege compared to womxn of 
colour and non-binary people. I am becoming ever more conscious that I am part of a 
conversation when I talk about issues of inequality and would like to understand more about 
who I am addressing and who is involved 
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The Xenofeminist Manifesto is a publication of a 21st century feminist ideology with 
consideration of technology, by the international feminist group Laboria Cuboniks.  The 
Xenofeminist Manifesto is a “multi-voiced project” (Bauer, 2017) with members of Laboria 
Cuboniks coming from a range of disciplinary backgrounds involving theoretical writing, 
code writing, visual arts, archaeology and artificial intelligence. Members include Diann 
Bauer, Katrina Burch, Lucca Fraser, Helen Hester, Amy Ireland, and Patricia Reed (Lewis, 
2019, para 4). Laboria Cuboniks is an anagram of the pseudonym Nicholas Bourbaki: a 
pseudonym used by a group of early twentieth century revolutionary mathematicians (Jones, 
2019, para 1). The group’s visual artist, Diann Bauer, eloquently defines the group’s position 
as ‘(an approach to) feminism frustrated by the need for its own existence’ (Bauer, 2017). 
Xenofeminism is their offering of an answer to the question of how to solve this.  

Xenofeminism as described in its manifesto is “a politics for alienation” (Cuboniks, 2018, 
p5). This brief description of the concept of Xenofeminism can be understood to be referring 
to how concepts surrounding nature and the perceived unchangeable status quo are the 
driving forces behind inequalities associated with gender today. By alienating ourselves from 
nature and its limiting qualities, such as sexuality, disability and restrictions associated with 
pregnancy, we can extinguish the inequalities they produce. The Xenofeminist Manifesto 
states that the method of doing this would be to converge with the technological resources at 
our disposal, thereby defeating ‘nature’ and the plight it brings to us all. 



Despite my admiration for the virtues of xenofeminism, the format in which they are 
presented in the manifesto is problematic. I will elaborate further on my appreciation for 
some elements of xenofeminism that I have understood from another publication. However, 
prior to this I will present my criticisms of The Xenofeminist Manifesto. 

The Xenofeminist Manifesto has been praised as being the most progressive form of 
technofeminist literature compared to its predecessors: The Cyborg Manifesto by Donna 
Harraway and Zeroes + Ones: Digital Women and the New Technoculture by Sadie Plant. 
These earlier texts share the same principles of converging with technology to promote 
feminism but lack any recognition of transfeminism. As defined by a lead voice in 
transfeminist literature, Emi Koyama, transfeminism is “a movement by and for trans women 
who view their liberation to be intrinsically linked to the liberation of all women and beyond” 
(Koyama, 2001, p1). The Xenofeminist Manifesto does include references to transfeminism, 
by acknowledging the specific struggle of trans people in regards to damage that naturalism 
causes to them. Whilst this acknowledgement is good, it could be suggested that it is only 
credible in comparison to dated texts which are entirely ignorant to the concept of 
transfeminism. Something is not necessarily worthy of praise simply due to its difference to 
something deserving of none. Trans-revolutionary activism has been present since, at least, 
the Stonewall Riots of 1969 and literature referencing it predates the manifesto by at least 20 
years (Bettcher and Stryker, 2016). Therefore, the mere acknowledgement of trans people in 
The Xenofeminist Manifesto is not sufficient enough to garner praise.  

A further criticism of the xenofeminists could be that they favour the stylistic read of the 
manifesto over the actual intent of their philosophy. There is a moment in the manifesto 
where the authors exclaim “Let a hundred sexes bloom!” (Cuboniks, 2018, p55). This point is 
supposed to package their views on the abolition of gender effectively but instead comes 
across as clumsy as they misuse vocabulary in a conversation where correctness of 
vocabulary is paramount. One could compare this poor practice to the device of sophistry, 
whereby, they are declaring something that is not false but not accurate simply for the benefit 
of their perceived writing skills. This reinforces the notion that the xenofeminists have 
purposely designed this text to be over-complicated.  

It is highly apparent that the prose and format of the manifesto is one which is inaccessible 
and not very inclusive of its audience. The xenofeminists use of overly elaborate vernacular 
and the pseudonym “Laboria Cuboniks” may be seen as a vice to disguise an unscrupulous 
philosophy. Acclaimed feminist blog writer and staunch critic of xenofeminism, Jules Joanne 
Gleeson, would agree. She claims that it was “not much of a surprise” to learn that the 
manifesto was written in a shared Google document, edited simultaneously from three 
continents and five time zones (Gleeson, 2019, para 9). It is hard to understand the appeal of 
ignoring the logic of making a text accessible to audiences and Laboria Cuboniks at least fall 
short to being clumsy in this respect. This point is made much more important when a piece 
of political prose is being written, I would argue, as its purpose is to persuade as many people 
of its stance, regardless of their prior knowledge to the subject matter. Furthermore, the 



existence of a supplementary text to assist the reader in understanding the points of the 
manifesto displays a self-awareness to this problem.                                        

Ȯ̴͈n ̷͐ ͅ é̷͉  ̵͉̕ c̷̼̕ő̴̭ u ̴͈̓ l̵͔̓d ̵̾ ̠  ̵̜̎ á̴̱ r̴̺͂g̸͉̉ u ̶̯̿ e̸̱͠  ̴̺͐ t̸̜̋ h ̵͆ ̹ a̵̜͌ t̷̞̾  ̷̦̓ t̸̝̎ h ̵͠ ̜ ı̴̼͌s ̶͋ ͔  ̵͔͂ ı̸͇͊s ̴̋ ̨  ̵͉̋ a̸͈͆  
̶ ̓͜ s ̵̚ ͙ t̵͎͌ r̶͕͆ạ̶͌ t̵̏ ̘ e̴̱̽g̵̼̒ ȳ̷̫  ̴̩̈́  t̷̪̎o̷͝ ̟  ̵̬̽ c̸̞̉r̴̳̊ḛ̵̈a̴̭̋ ṭ̵̍ e̶̺͝ ̸̠͝ ȋ̵͜ n ̶̒ ̹ t̸̏ ̯ r̴̠̊ị̸͝ g̴̲̊ u ̴̪̾ e̶̥͘ .̷̛ ̼  ̵̖̎ B̸͈́ y̵̜̌  
̵ ̏ ̠m̷͖͠ ạ̶̾ k ̴͖̑ į̸͝ ñ ̸͜ ĝ̴̹  ̴̝̈́ ı̷̪͆t̵̅ ̡ ̸̲̏ è̷̙x̶̳͊ c̶̺͘ l̶̲̏ǘ̶̳s ̷̰̉ ı̴̧̅v̵̳̓ e̸͙̚  ̴́ͅ ą̷̉n ̴̟̂ d ̷͂ ̺  ̴̙͝ i̵̦͘n ̶̝͛ a̴̕ͅ c̸̳̈́c̷̢͠e̶̹͆s ̴̄ ̢ṡ̴͉ i̷͠ ͚b ̸͙̊ l̶̫̓e̴̬͆,̸̢́  
̸ ̪̌ į̷̒t̷̤̐  ̷̧́ c̸̱̀o̵͇͋ ȕ̵̧l̸̪̓d̸̺͘  ̴̨͝ b ̷̼̉ e̶̩͋  ̵̕ͅ ḁ̴̕  ̶ ̫͒ v̷͙͛ ı̸͍̿c̶ ̹̃ e̴̞͒  ̷̫̏ ṭ̶͆ò̸̩  ̴̜̓ m̴̰̓ a̶̻̍ k ̶̝̂ e̸̤̚  ̶ ̑ ̭ p ̷͎̌ ȅ̴͍ȏ̵̤ p ̵̭̕ l̶ ͎̃ e̸̛̘ 
̴ ̝̽ ā̶̜ w ̸͓̋ à̴̟ r̸̖̒e̷̙̅  ̴̛͈ ô̶̪ f̶̦͌  ̸̝̀ ı̷͇̒t̴͋ ̠  ̸̹̌ a̶̱̎ n ̸̋ ̢d ̷̊ ̯  ̵̫̓ w ̸̤̒ a̸͓̾ ñ ̴̙ t̴̘̕  ̶ ̪͆ t̴͕̆o̶̫͐  ̴̟͌  u ̴͓͊ ṅ̶̪ d ̶̄ ̫ e̴̤̎ȓ̷ͅs ̷̬̋ t̷̉͜ a̷͕̋ n ̵͋ ͚ d ̶̑ ̺  
̷ ̔ ͍ ı̷͇͌t̵̛͙ .̴͂ͅ  ̷̡̂ S ̸̥̋ ö̵̘́m̴̘͝ ë̵͚́  ̴̯̄ e̶͖̽x̴͛ ͅ a̵̤̚ m̸͔̕ p ̷̬̈́ l̵͍̒e̸̘͝s ̷͑ ͖  ̷͎̊ o̷̗̓ f̶ ͉́  ̴̮̄ ṱ̷̾h ̸̺̚ ı̵͎̋s ̴̆ ̪  ̷̗̕  w ̷̩̎ o̴̎ ̹ u ̵͠ ͅ l̵̲̚d ̶͒ ̰  ̴̦͂ b ̵̼̽ ẹ̶̇  
̶ ̩̐ t̶̖̅h ̵̗̈́ e̷̙̿  ̵͍̾ p ̴͚̚ u ̷͙̽ n ̷̛͖ k ̷

̥̓  ̵̭͌ m̴͎͗ ŏ̷̼ ṽ̵̳ e̸̳̎m̷͍͝ é̵̩n ̵͕̑ t̴͖̽  ̶ ̯̒ ȏ̴̮ f̶̤̎  ̵̞̌ t̸͚̓h ̵̳̋ ę̵̈́  ̴̡̄  7̸̲̔0̷̰̑s ̴͜͝  ̷̮̈́ ä̷́ ṇ ̷̞̅ d ̸̎ ̡ 
̵ ̐ ̨ r̷̻͑ı̵̪̓o̸̪͋ t̶͋ ͍ ǧ̴͔ r̵͕̍r̶͙͠ř̷̪l̷͇̏  ̷͖̓ m̵͚͝ o̵̜͑ v̶͇͂ ė̶̳m̴̖̌ e̵͓͝n ̴͉͛ ṫ̴͖  ̸̌ͅ ö̷̳ f̸̹̔  ̷ ͍̀ t̶̰͊h ̶̤͂ e̷͙̕  ̵͓̄  e̶̯͂a̸͆ ̬ r̶ ͎̃ ĺ̵͕y̷̏ ͍  ̸̼͠ 9̷̲͠0̴̙̕s ̶͒ ̫ ,̵̼̈  
̴ ̢̇ w ̵͖̿ h ̶̠̍ ē̴͕ r̶̲̓ e̸̙͆ b ̴͠ ̼ y̴ ̯̕ ,̸̝͗  ̵͇̅ b ̸̠͊ e̸̜̽ ı̶͇̓ n ̵͝ ̺ g̸͐ ̹  ̴̫̌ d ̸́͜ ȩ̷̇ l̶̩͑ ĩ̶̠b ̷͋ ̞ e̵̫͘ r̷͉͊ a̵̦̓ t̶̺̂ e̴͙̽ l̴͈̔ y̵̞͆  ̸̈́ͅ 
p ̵̲͂ r̴̰̔o̶̫̿ b ̶͈͊ l̸̩͂ e̴̟͝m̸̫͂ ä̸̜́ t̸ ͚̃ ı̴̖͐ c̷̰͐  ̶ ͗ ̡ -̴̬͒  ̸͖͆ ì̴̜ .̷ ̲̂ ë̷̟́ .̵̳̄  ̷̨̛ Ş̶̍ ı̸̳̍d ̴͗ ̼  ̷̏ ̣V ̸̺͆ ı̶͍͗ĉ̶̝ ı̷̥̐o̷̼̐ ů̴͎ s ̸͒ ̞ ,̷̕ ̰  
̸ ̎ ̬v̶̱̉ o̸͝ ̟ c̶̹͌a̵͊ ̡l̸͠ ̤ ı̴̳͛ś̶̖ t̶̯͗  ̶ ̊ ̖ ȍ̸̟ f̸̱̾  ̶́ ͉ 7̷̘͌0̴̤́s ̴̅ ̫  ̵ ͔̉ p ̷̫͊ u ̶̠̐ n ̸͔̐ k ̶

̦̓  ̴͈̈  b ̶͕̋ ä̷̳ n ̷͑ ̲ d ̸̽͜  ̷̥͘ t̷ ̫̀h ̵̲͗ ę̵̀ ̸͎̋ S ̸̅ ͅ e̷̢̕x̸͚͆  
̷ ̓ ̡ P̶̹̋ı̵̬͂s ̸̾ ̪ t̶͋ ̼o̴̩͑ l̷̖̚s ̴̽ ̝  ̸̦́ w ̵̍ ̹ é̸̳ả̷̗ r̴͎͝ı̵̧̓n ̵̪̅ ǧ̸̟  ̴̬͋ ȧ̷̳  ̴̞̎  s ̵̅ ̡w ̷͔̿ ȃ̵̬ s ̵̿ ͈ t̶̪̾ ı̸̥̿k ̴̯̎ ȧ̸̩  ̴ ̭̀ -̵̘͆  ̵̯̈́ w ̵ ̧̕a̴͠ ̯ s ̶͝ ͍  
̴ ̳͐d ̷̚ ̞ e̶̬͑s ̸̆͜ ı̷̱͌ĝ̷̭ n ̵͔̍ e̵̠̊d ̷̑ ̩  ̴͍̒ g̴̅ ̹ a̷̐ ̡ í̵͖n ̵̥̎  ̷ ̭́ a̷͑ ̡ṱ̴̓ t̶̎ ̡e̵̟̓n ̵̏ ͕ t̶̫͊ i̸͝ ̺ o̵̖͂ ṇ̶̍ .̸̰̿  ̶́ ̺ I ̷̦͌ s ̸ ̯̃  ̵͆ ̣ t̷̛ ͍h ̵̥̐ e̴͌͜  ̷̝̐  
X ̷̎ ͅ ē̷͉n ̷͉̽ ö̵́ ͅ f̴͖̿ ẽ̶̮m̶̲̆ ı̷̩͊ń̶̰ ȋ̴̦s ̷̎ ̫ ẗ̵͇́ ’̸̗̆s ̵͠ ͉  ̵̨͐ p ̷͇̉ ṟ̷̑õ̸̰ v̵̺̎ o̴̺͌ c̵̡̀ȁ̷̠ ẗ̸̞ î̵̠v̸͚̓ ë̷̲́  ̶ ̩́ p ̵̗̑ ṟ̶͝ǒ̶͚ s ̷̘̋ e̸̲͗  
̷ ̲̐ s ̷̑ ̞ ı̵̬͛m̸͙̔ ĩ̶̬l̵͘ͅá̵̤ r̷̼̓ ̴̱́ t̸̺̎o̷̦̾  ̶ ̲̃ p ̸̊ ̹ ṷ̶̓ ǹ̶̘ k ̷̪͐ ’̶̪́ s ̸̙̆  ̴̙̆ f̵ ͓̀ l̶̅ͅı̶̫̋r̴̘̆t̸̗̔a̶̤̚ ť̷͎ ı̷͈͂o̴̓ ̢n ̶̩̓  ̶ ͈̀ ẃ̶͖ ı̶͓̓t̵͔͂ ĥ̵͍  
̷ ̯͂ f̴̫̒ a̷͉͊ s ̵̐ ̼ c̷̦̑ı̵̯͊ś̸͎ t̴͓̎  ̵͇̐ ı̸͔͌m̵̱̋ a̸̺͌ g̷̬̈́ e̸̬̽ř̴ͅy̸̯͌ ?̴̮̔ 

It is within this text that the tenets of xenofeminism I agree with are found, and I will now 
elaborate on said text. 

Alongside The Xenofeminist Manifesto, I have delved into, Laboria Cuboniks member, Helen 
Hester’s follow up text to the manifesto: Xenofeminism. This has assisted me in 
understanding more about her version of xenofeminism, as she explains that each of the six 
members of Laboria Cuboniks would likely emphasise different aspects of the manifesto 
based on their different professional backgrounds (Hester, 2018, p2). In the first chapter of 
the book she provides us with the explanations of the three main aspects of xenofeminism: 
technomaterialism, anti-naturalism and gender abolitionism. It is these three principles I find 
myself agreeing with and therefore makeup the valuable points of xenofeminism. 

C ̶͗ ͜ o̸̜̕ u ̴̼̾ l̴̇ͅd ̴̾ ̳  ̵̬̾ t̸͝ ̜ ḥ̷̅ ì̶̩ş̴̊  ̸̡̅b ̸̜͗ e̵̤̔  ̷̡̆ ț̴̚h ̵̦̈́ ĕ̴̹  ̶ ̩̀ ‘̸ ͙̃ s ̶̊ ̩ t̴͋ ͉a̶̬͗ g̵͋ ̨ e̵͇̅  ̷̜̈ t̶̖̆w ̸̍ ̬ ộ̵
’̷͇͌  ̸ ̗̃ o̶̰̓ f̷ ̡́ ̸͖̾ t̷͊ ͍h ̴̛͚ e̸̥͘  ̷̨͘  

s ̵̑ ͕ t̸͒ ̨ r̷̖͗ä̵́ ̹ t̷̥͌ e̸̮̓ǵ̵̘ y̷̼̿ …̷̙̂ ̸͍͘f̷̫̔ î̷̙r̶͓̐s ̷̻̀ ť̶̗  ̷͓̕ a̴̤͂ l̵͖̓i̴͠ ͎ e̶͍͌n ̵͐ ̹ a̶̤̍ ẗ̵͈ è̴͍  ̴̮̏a̴̖͛ ń̴̰ d ̵̎ ̖  ̷̱̾ ı̶̼̐ṅ̶͉ ẗ̸̪́ r̶͕͆i̴͝ ͅ ğ̶͈ ư̴̦ ė̷̻ ,̵̭͌  
̸ ̽ ͅ  a̵̙̿ n ̷̞̽ d ̵̊ ͇  ̵̜̇s ̵̽ ̥ ȩ̶̑c̷͓̽ơ̶ͅň̴̖ d ̵̂͜ l̸̔͜ y̷ ̧̕  ̶̕ ̡ è̴͕x̷͖̆ ṕ̴̖ l̷͓̇ȧ̶͇ í̶̙n ̶̑ ̢?̶̗͋  

Technomaterialism, is the idea that technology can be used to liberate us from societal 
oppression. An example of this is the militant filmmakers of the Guinea-Bassau War of 



Independence, led by the revolution leader Amilcar Cabral. When Fidel Castro offered Cabral 
military support he declined and said “I need my nation to become teachers, doctors and 
filmmakers” (Cabral, quoted in McCarty, 2019). This would provide the people of Guinea-
Bassau with education, healthcare and, of course in this pre-internet era, control of the media. 
However, as it stands, in our capitalist society, different levels of advanced technology are 
available to specific strata and therefore is controlled by those at the top with the most wealth 
and resources. The xenofeminists then proclaim that “any emancipatory technofeminism 
must take the form of a concerted political intervention, sensitive to the fused character of the 
structures of oppression that make up our material worlds” (Hester, 2018, p11). Here lies 
what separates xenofeminism from other forms of feminism. They have observed that 
technology is a necessary component for revolution as it possesses the emancipatory qualities 
vital for the liberation from the bounds of nature. Just as Cabral was insistent on the value of 
technology (filmmaking) in liberating the people of Guinea-Bassau, Hester is insistent on the 
value of technology when liberating those affected by the glorification of nature.  

So, why does Hester suggest we must be liberated from our biology? It is Hester’s view that 
the fixed nature of our biology is responsible for the inequalities we all experience. This view 
is referred to as anti-naturalism. Anti-naturalism is a refusal to accept that our biology is fixed 
and the belief that we can use science and technology as an intervention to extend human 
freedom (Hester, 2018, p12). She states here, the inequalities associated with nature can be 
extinguished if we are to deny the impenetrable essence of it. Therefore, pursuing methods of 
dismantling the confines of nature is vital if we are to tackle inequalities within gender, sex 
classification, sexuality and physical ability.  

Hester’s take on gender-abolitionism is a way in which anti-naturalism can be exhibited. She 
claims xenofeminism demands that the “tenacious binary thinking” of society be exorcised 
via extracting gendered qualities from their biological association with the binary. This 
extraction would, thus, make them available to anyone regardless of biology. What must be 
understood clearly here, is that the xenofeminists do not propose eradicating gendered 
attributes altogether, instead advocating for their availability to all. 

I feel obliged to acknowledge a particular attitude Hester conveys in her book, regarding 
gender-abolitionism and the trans community. Hester proposes that transgenderism 
xenofeminism may not be entirely compatible. She suggests that the intrinsic link between 
one’s identity as being transgender and the observation of the gender binary, as being a state 
that we can’t control, goes against the malleable nature of gender believed by xenofeminism. 
As transgender people experience being on side A of the gender binary when they want to be 
on side B of it, they are engaging in the language games of the gender binary thus enforcing 
its existence. This I believe to be a misunderstanding of transgenderism. Transitioning from 
male to female, or vice versa, is not excluding the existence of other gender identities on the 
gender spectrum, for example, non-binary or gender fluid. This is far from at odds with 
xenofeminism, therefore, as I have shown that both sides can advocate for the abolition of the 
gender binary. 



In order to understand The Xenofeminist Manifesto a little more, and my opinion of it, I read 
the critique Appropriating the Alien: A Critique of Xenofeminism by, feminist writer, Annie 
Goh published on the website MetaMute.org.  

Now, within Goh’s critique, she fixates on Laboria Cubonik’s questionable use of the prefix 
“xeno”, from the Greek “xenos” meaning stranger or guest (Oxford, 2019), most commonly 
seen in the word “xenophobia”. She highlights the overuse of the prefix “xeno” by the 
controversial right-accelerationist and xenophobic Nick Land and the unclear association or 
disassociation of the xenofeminists to Land. 

 W̸̟̆ h ̷͚̎ e̴̓ͅn ̷͖̓  ̸ ̏ ̘ f̶̄ ̢ı̶͖̿r̷͙͒s ̸̈ ̝ ť̸̫  ̷ ̿ ̤ r̷͖̈́e̶͖͆a̵͋ ͇ ḍ̸̓ ḯ̴̭n ̶̤̋ g̶̠̎  ̸ ̾ ̜ t̷̮́h ̸͑ ̢ě̷͕  ̶ ̏ ṃ̸̠̐ a̷͈̅ n ̸͕̑ ì̶̗f̷͝ ̦ é̶̻s ̸̓͜ t̷̖͌ ȯ̵͎ ,̷ ̢̊  
̷ ̈́ ̭w ̸̟͗ ḛ̵̚  ̴̭͆  n ̶͋ ̩ o̶̤͘t̸̮̍ í̸̯c̴̤͒e̸̫͝d ̶͑ ͜  ̴͙͠t̴͑ ̢h ̶̑ ̨ e̵̲̚  ̵̇͜u ̴̦̓ s ̶͆ ͇ ĕ̴͓  ̶ ̠̌o̶͆ ̢f̵͝ ̹  ̷ ͎̀ t̸͋ ̟h ̷̼̕ e̵̳̅  ̶ ͓̾p ̶͠ ̯ r̶̬͒e̴̗̎f̵̗̎ ı̸̢͋x̴̉  ̵̲̣͑a̸̼͛ ṇ̷̐ d ̸̓ ̹  ̵̙͋ 
w ̸̓ ̨ o̷̽ ͅ n ̶͉̚ d ̴̂ ̦ e̷͇̓r̴̛͎e̵͙̓d ̸̅ ̘  ̷͓͛ w ̸̤̃ h ̵̩̀ e̷̼̚t̷̖̾h ̴̞̽ e̸̥̿ř̵̼  ̵͍̕ ı̵̠̎t̴͙̔  ̸̘̈́ w ̶͉̈́ a̶̩͛ s ̸̤̈́  ̴̼̐ p ̸̔ ụ ̶̲͛ r̸̻͝p ̷̞͛ o̸͓͋ s ̵̚ ̪ e̸͙͋l̴͠ ͉y̵̌ ͅ  ̸͓́ 
ů̷̯ s ̷̊ ̠ e̷̥͠d ̸̨́  ̴͎̌ ẗ̶̻́o̵͔̎  ̵͍̈́ s ̷̑ ̡u ̵͇̚ g̸͝ ̦ g̶̚ ̬ e̶̞͑s ̴͊ ̺ ẗ̶͉́  ̴̬͋ t̸̳͊h ̶͆ ̡e̷̯͠  ̵̢̋ ị̸̐n ̸̜̕ c̷̟͒ḽ̶͒u ̸̼̽ s ̶̅ ̞ ı̴̗̽o̴͂ ͅ n ̶̻̄  ̴͝ ọ̸͈̓ f̴ ̃ ̵̫̣̈́ r̴̳̒à̴͍ c̸ ̡̃é̴͉  ̷̮͐  
ï̷̱s ̶̳̀ s ̷̒ ͖ ù ̷̥ ẹ̷́s ̵͕̋  ̵̱̏ w ̷̝̈́ i̵͝ ͔ ṱ̶h̃ ̸̒ ̡ì̴̤n ̷͇̓  ̵͖͗ ẗ̶̮h ̷̄͜ e̷̥͛  ̵͉̅ b ̸̰̊ ó̴̺ o̷͖̚ k ̴͒ ̘ ,̴̻̐  ̵̩̓ h ̸̺̈́ õ̴̱ w ̷̝̆ e̷̯̅v̴̳̌ ẹ̵͂ŕ̵̢ ,̵̦̋  
̶ ̛ ͕u ̵͈̍ p ̵̉ͅ o̷͖̾ n ̸̪̑  ̵̮͗  f̵̞͂ u̵̺͘r̶̺̾ţ̵̍ ḫ̴́ ê̷̗r̴̜̓ ̸̘̈ r̴͚͋e̸̘͘a̸͎̒ d ̵͙̀ ı̷͔̒n ̵̦̿ g̷͇̓ ,̵̦͒  ̷͓͑ ı̵͕̓t̷̳̾  ̴̳̌ d ̷̄ ̪ ı̷̥̓d ̸̋ ̡n ̶̳̎ ’̴͒ ṭ̷̺̍  ̶ ̖̒ ḁ̸̀ñ ̶̘ d ̶͆ ̦  
̶ ͗ ͔ t̷̂ ̘ ȟ̴͈ e̶̪̚  ̸̄ ̣ ű̶̘ s ̴ ̩̃ e̶̲̔  ̶ ̩͐ o̶̫͗ f̸̒͜  ̶ ͙͆ t̷ ̯̃ h ̴̰̓ ẹ̶

͘
 ̷̝͝ p ̴̨͛ ř̷̯ e̵̦̍f̸̩̓ ı̷̠̍x̷̥̅  ̷ ̬́ ı̸̦͂s ̷̎ ̪  ̸̟̄ s ̴̄ ̼ t̸͌ ̹ î̷̜ ľ̵̯ļ

̸
͘
 

̵ ̅ ̖ s ̸͜͝ o̷̝͆ m̷̜̆ e̸̮̚ẉ̶̍ h ̵͒͜ a̷̕ ̡t̴̨́  ̶ ̔ ̜ó̶̱ f̷̦̊  ̶ ̡̀a̷͑ ̢  ̶ ̥̿  q ̶̝̾ ŭ̴͔ e̴̔͜s ̶̭̋ t̵͚͗ ı̵̮̔o̷͝ ̩ ṉ̵͠  ̴̘̇m̷̟͝ a̸͖̅ r̴̮͋k ̴̊ ̢ ̸͉̿ť̵͙ o̷̮̎  ̵͓̾ȕ̵̖ s ̷ ̪̕ .̵̟͊  

Goh’s main criticism of the manifesto is continuous use of the terms “we” and “us” combined 
with the prefix “xeno”, which does imply a degree of intersectionality, yet it isn’t exercised in 
the feminist ideology that follows. Goh claims “the ‘xeno’ of xenofeminism uses alienness 
univocally and performs the marginalised position of ‘being alienated’ whilst it elides the 
differences implicated in the dynamics of marginalisation” (Goh, 2019, para 18). I would 
agree with this as I did observe that the xenofeminists adopt the voice of a marginalised 
group to exploit the attention this demands whilst disregarding the truly marginalised voices, 
such as people of colour. Subsequently, in order for them to be worthy of the classification of 
being marginalised, they must incorporate the interests of all marginalised groups. This 
would avoid accusation of merely offering up a façade of being truly marginalised.  

W̸͎̎ ę̴͐  ̴̢̌t̴̠̑h ̷̯͂ ı̸͉͋n ̴̙͛ k ̷͋ ͎  ̸̹̑t̵͂ ͍h ̶̫̀ ḛ̶͑  ̷̙̓ ı̴̞̎m̸̎ ̬ p ̸̫̉ ô̵̳ r̷͓̎t̶̆ ̬a̸̱̓ n ̵̾ ̹ ç̵̽ẻ̴̪ ̸̫̆ȏ̶̪ f̵̤̈́  ̵̲̑à̶̺ c̷̖͗k ̷̰̋ n ̵͖͗ ò̷̥ ẃ̴͚ l̷̯̽ẻ̵͙d ̶̓ ̺ g̶̺̃ ı̶̥͂n ̸͚͒ g̶͇̓  ̴̺̎t̶͖̀ ḩ̸̊ ē̷̠s ̵͂ ̲ e̶̐͜  ̷ ̟́  
m̵̺͊ a̷̞̒ r̷͖̔g̷̑ ı̷̮̣̚n ̴̼̽ a̴̰͛ l̶̠̋ı̴̲͌š̸̹ e̷͍͘d ̴͂ ͉  ̵͖͌ v̵̳͘o̷̦͌ ı̸͖̓c̴̛͇e̷̪͝s ̸̓ ̫  ̸̗̇ś̶̫ ĥ̴̗ ö̵̜́ ų̸͊ l̴̛̺d ̷̾ ͖  ̶ ͈͊b ̵̍ ̡ẹ̷̾  ̷̿͜ a̶͂ ͅ  ̶ ̗̐p ̷̊ r̶̦̣̿ı̷̠͐o̴̪̓ r̶͉̀ı̷̡̾t̷̪̋ÿ̷̺́  ̶ ̗̆ f̷̨̈́ o̵̖̍ r̵̜̉ ̵̞͗ṱ̴́h ̷̥̈́ e̶̮̍  ̶ ̦͊  
xe̸̬̓n ̵͝ ̦ ơ̷͙f̶̻̈ é̶͎m̷̛̮ ỉ̵͚n ̴̯͐ ı̵̼̍s ̷͒ ̨ t̵ ̖̀ š̷̟ ,̷ ͓͊  ̸̢͠ r̴̜͝a̸̝̋ t̴̲̀ ḩ̶̚ è̴̢r̸̲̀  ̶ ́ ţ̶̣h̀ ̸̍͜ a̴̰͌ n ̸͇̄  ̷̝͌ a̵̮̿ n ̸͔̿ y̵̏ ̼  ̵͇͝ p ̴͖̒ o̷̩͂ s ̷̐ ̡s ̵̙͌ í̶͓b ̸̜̈ l̷̻̀e̶͙͐  ̴͇͝ s ̷͊ ̩ h ̴̩̾ ȏ̸̱ c̴̩̄k ̶͓̈́  ̶ ̎ ̪  
t̵͔̅a̸͝ ̪ c̸̹͂ţ̵́ḯ

̷
̖ c̴̄ṣ ̷͊ ̫ .̸ ̡́  ̸̪̊ 

Posted on Metamute.org, the aforementioned Jules Joanne Gleeson’s response to Annie Goh’s 
critique of The Xenofeminist Manifesto: Breakthroughs & Bait: On Xenofeminism & 
Alienation is a further source I mined for an understanding of xenofeminism. 



Gleeson is quick to highlight that the Landian use of the prefix “xeno” by Laboria Cuboniks 
is little to be concerned about as the xenofeminists appear to be as equally informed by the 
secular humanism of the New Athiest movement as they are Nick Land. Branding 
xenofeminism “crypto-humanism” (A concealed effort to suggest that all forms of human 
behaviour are either biological or low forms of interaction). Gleeson explains how its use of 
the term “meme” (not just this but “memetic parasites” (Cuboniks, 2018, p49), to describe 
such things as “ethics” and “privilege checking”, draws directly from the likes of outspoken, 
evolutionary biologist, Richard Dawkins. Paired with a viral metaphor (‘infectious’, ‘host’), 
the xenofeminists appear to be uncomfortably implying a similarity between ethics, the 
principles that govern a person's behaviour (Oxford, 2019) and that of a parasite-like social 
nonsense. This is yet another criticism that I sympathise with, as it further demonstrates that 
the text masquerades as a political piece. To brandish ethics as it does whilst also supposedly 
being a political text is contradictory due to the intrinsic link between ethics and politics. Yet 
again, this could be seen as an attempt to be provocative rather than a credible voice with 
substantial principles on feminism.  

I now see it fit to summarise my exploration of xenofeminism, and gather my views on it into 
one concise area. Following the presentation of what xenofeminism is I delved into some 
criticisms regarding its vessel- The Xenofeminist Manifesto. The first criticism focussed on its 
mislabelling of being progressive in regards to transgenderism. This was made clear by 
showing that in order for it to deserve praise, the bar for praise must be unacceptably low. I 
then put forward two criticisms surrounding the format of the manifesto itself. I exposed it as 
being too complex and unsuitable for a piece of political literature. I then addressed Hester’s 
further explanation of the manifesto, which I found to be a much better way of conveying the 
principles of xenofeminism, in its clear three-pronged approach; which I will adopt next in 
this essay to analyse the artists Fecal Matter and Salvia. However, I did highlight Hester’s 
lack of understanding of transgenderism; my one criticism of her solo publication. Finally, I 
looked at two critiques by Goh and Gleeson respectively, and detailed how I agreed with their 
thoughts on xenofeminism. 

O̶̦̚u ̴̮̓ r̷̢̂  ̷͇͆ c̶͓͝o̸͝ ̱ ń̵͓ c̷͛͜l̵ ͍̃ ṳ̴̔ d ̵̏ ̥ ı̶̙̚n ̴̛͉ g̴̼͒  ̶ ̎ ̞ t̷̪̂h ̷̗̿ ȯ̸̰ ű̵̝ g̵̲̎ h ̸̨̀ t̵͉̐ s ̶͌ ͈  ̸̫̇ ẁ̸̟ ó̷̫ u ̸͉͆ l̶̳͘ d ̸̚ ̘  ̶ ̥̎ t̴̻͌h ̴̪̾ e̷̤̊r̷͇̓ë̸͇́f̷̫̀ ő̸̬ r̴̳͒e̸̞̓  ̴̮͛ b ̷́͜ e̵̛͚ ̸̞̀ t̸͝ ̗h ̸̏ ͅ a̵̪̐ t̵̬͘ 
̵ ̗̉w ̴̒ ̬ h ̷̾ ̡ı̶̳̿l̴͚͘s ̶͛ ̬ t̴͋ ̫  ̸̳͊ H̴͈͝e̵͓̋s̸͈͘t̷̜̄ ḙ̴r̃ ̶̥̉ ’̸̫̌s ̷̎ ̬  ̸̞͒ r̶̩̔e̵̤͆f̸ ̛̰ ơ̷͓ŗ̸̅m̵͔͒ â̵̧ṭ̴͋ t̸͚̂ ı̴̡͌ň̵̗ ḡ̵̥  ̸̫̓o̷͚͐ f̸̭̾  ̷̞̑ X ̶̻́ e̴̲͝n ̷͝ ̩ õ̶͍ f̶͒͜ ě

̸
̢ ṃ̵̂ ḭ̴͂n ̵̬͗ ı̷̢͛s ̷̾ ̱m̷͕̐  ̷̩̆ p ̴̰͗ r̸̄ͅơ̴̹v̷͈́ î

̸
̢ d ̸̽ ͇ é̸̩s ̸̐ ͍  

̶ ͌͜ u ̷̥̍ s ̴̏ ̭  ̵͖͂w ̷̫͂ ı̵̡͑ṫ̶͍h ̵̜̓  ̵̤̇ p ̶̟̑ ṛ̷͆i̶ ͇̕n ̶̼̓ c̵͙̆i̸͝ ̢p ̶̌ ḷ̵́͜ ė̵̱ṣ̶͒  ̷ ͙̉ t̴̰̄h ̵̻͌ a̷͕̍ t̸͝ ̙  ̴ ̭̀ a̵͆͜ r̸͒ͅe̷̟͘  ̸ ̧̀ e̷̼̒ā̷̱ s ̴͝ ͓ ȉ̷̩l̵͝ ̙y̵ ̙̕  ̴̭̎ṳ̷̽ n ̸͎͆ d ̷̲̃ e̸̜̐r̷̞̊s ̴̎ ͈ ṱ̴̐o̵̭͒ ọ̷͛ d ̵̈ ̯  ̶ ͆ ̤ a̸̲̕ n ̷̝̆ d ̶̆ ̠  ̴̮̿ v̴̗̀ ë̶͕r̶̦͘y̶̙͌  
̷ ͒ ̟a̸̯͐ ṫ̶͇ ṯ̶̾ r̵̥̎a̸̎ ̢c̷̢̐ţ̶̇ ı̵̦̋v̷̝̀ é̴̬  ̵̞̎  i̵͝ ̺n ̸̗͗  ̶͠ ͎ ṯ̸͑ ḥ̴̾ e̶̩͗ḭ̴́r̴͕͠  ̸͕̚ v̷̑ ̹ ı̵̼͑ê̷͉w ̷̆ ̧s ̴̽ ̳  ̶ ̔ ̹ õ̵̟ n̵͎͘ ̸̩̊ á̶̪ d ̷̾ ͔ v̵̻͂ a̷͈̍ n ̵͝ ͈ c̵̜͠ı̴͉͂n ̶͕͊ ǵ̶̫  ̷ ͎̃ f̴͇̎ e̵̡̅m̵̛͎ ĭ̴̩n ̶̊ ͅ i̶͝ ̯ s ̶͝ ̥ ḿ̴̝  ̵̟̊ b ̷̻͒ y̵ ̧̕ 
̵ ̓ ̡ c̷̼̄o̴̥͆ ṇ̷̍ v̷̛͔ e̶̋ͅr̵̝͆g̸̥̈́ į̵ǹ ̶͔̔ ğ̵͇  ̸̡́  h ̵̙͒ ǔ̴̳ m̷͈̅ a̴͓̒ ṋ̶̅ s ̵̛̱  ̵̪̋ w ̸̳̓ ı̸̝̋t̴͇͗ ḥ̸͑  ̴͇͂ t̷͋ ̢ḛ̶̎c̷̜̾h ̶͌ ̡n ̴̖͒ o̸̻̚ l̸͝ ̩o̸̺̔ g̶͔̓ ỹ̴͚ ;̸̜̔  ̵̱̐ ẗ̸́͜ h ̷̺͗ e̶̹͆  ̵̺́ ŏ̵̻ r̵̟͒ĩ̸͍g̷͝ ̥ ı̸̮͋n ̶̻̈́ a̵̍ ̘ l̴ ̙̉  
̶ ̗͗m̵̤͐ a̶͕̕ n ̵͕̾ ı̸̬̿f̵ ̰̀ e̸̛̳s ̶͚̀ t̷̏ ̯ö̵́ ͅ  ̸̻͗ ı̴͈͐ṡ̷̟  ̴ ̻̉ g̷̰̾ ȑ̵͜ȇ̶̟ȁ̵̘ t̷͎̑ l̶̳̓y̴̟͌  ̶ ̛ ͎ f̴ ̖̃ ľ̷̲ă̵̱ w ̷͚͐ e̶̠̅d ̵͖̋ .̷́ ̳  ̵͚͊ I ̶͔̚ ṫ̶̖  ̸̔ ̣ ı̸̝̾s ̸̓ ̱  ̸͖̐ c̵̱̓ǒ̸̘ n ̷̼̔ v̶̦̚ o̵̯͗ l̷̖͌u ̷͊ ̹ t̶ ̳̃ ē̵̦d ̷͌ ̻  ̸̹̂ ı̴̳̅n ̷̥̐  ̴̿͜ ı̷̟͐t̶͕̄ s ̵ ͉̕  
̵́ ̟ f̶̮̓ o̸͚̐ ṟ̵̄m̸̰̈ a̵͑ ̝ t̴̝̔ ,̷ ̖̀  ̵̡͊ f̷̫͌ ö̸͙́ c̷͎̈́u ̵̗͂ s ̷͠ ͇ s ̵͋ ̨ ı̶̲̽n ̵͝ ͎ g̸̯̉  ̶ ̒ ̣ȯ̸͈ n ̴̂ ̨  ̴͈̇ ı̷͕̇t̴ ̨̃ s ̵̓ ͓  ̸̻͑  s ̶̅ ͅ t̸͙̽ ÿ̴̢l̸̟̓e̴̺̔  ̶ ̘̽ a̶̤̅ s ̶͛ ̨  ̷̨̑ ȏ̷̝ p ̵̫̎ p ̸̫̅ ő̵͓ s ̷͌ ̤ é̵̙d ̶̆ ̻  ̶ ̎ ̣t̸ ̼̃ ȯ̵̺  ̴̅͜ i̸͝ ̝ ṯ̵̅ ṡ̴͕  
̵ ͌͜ s ̵̄ ̝ u̵̗͘b ̴͎̍ s ̸͖̀ t̷͇̆â̵͚ n ̶̐ ̘ c̸̬̕e̶̱̓  ̴̬̈́ w̵̳͘h ̴̚ ̘ ı̷̘͛c̵̥͑h ̵͚͂  ̶ ̇ ͚ ṣ̸́ e̶̛̠ȅ̷̳m̴͋ ̫ s ̴͊ ̘  ̷̟̕ ï̵͙l̶͙̿l̶̲̂o̶͓̕ g̴ ͕̕ ı̶̖̋c̷͍̈́a̴̪̕ l̵̠̀  ̶́ ̱  w ̸̟̔ h ̴̼̚ ė̶͓n ̷͑ ̹  ̵͓͘ő̴̥ n ̵͐ ̢e̸̪͂ ̸͈̔ ı̵̗͛s ̷̅ ̗  ̸͖͑p ̸̿ ̘ r̷̰͝o̶̩͐ p ̴̮̒ ȯ̸ͅ s ̵͐ ̝ ı̴̥͑ň̸͉ g̴̤̓  
̴͘ ͇ t̵̏ ̜h ̵͙̓ e̵̼̐  ̶ ̠́ g̶͝ ̟ r̸͖̆ö̴̧u ̷͇͆ n ̴͖̔ d ̶̏ ̺ w ̵̰̍ õ̷͈ r̸̗͊k ̴͚͒  ̴͔̒ f̴̲͂ o̷̱̚ r̷͖̍ ̵̼͗ a̸͕̒  ̵͎̕ ṛ̷͝e̴͔̚v̸͔͐ o̸̫̕ l̵̟͐ủ̵̖ t̵̮͗ ȋ̵̼o̶͝ ̘ ń̸̻ .̶ ̻̀  ̶ ̍͜ S ̶̈ ͖ ì̷̥m̵̋ ̡ï̵͈l̸̯̈́a̴̼̿ r̸̙̉l̶ ͍̕ y̸̛̠,̴ ̩̀  ̷̖̍ t̶̮̄h ̸̦̽ ḙ̴ ̃
̸̕ ͍p ̶̪͂ r̶̪̄e̶̼̅s ̶͝ ͉ ẽ̷͕n ̴̺͗ ț̴͠ ä̶̯́ t̴̼̓ i̷ ̢̕ö̷̱ n ̶̛̥  ̶͠ ̘ ó̴̫ f̸͎̀  ̷̗̈ ȋ̶̧t̴̝̕ s ̶͂ ̼  ̷̮͗ ı̸̯̍d ̸͎̕ e̶̟͐ā̸̮ s ̵͊ ̟  ̶ ̗̈́ ş̷́ ė̸͈e̵̥̊m̵̅ ̧ s̷̮͘  ̴͈̒ t̸͠ ͖o̷̟̓  ̶ ̔͜ b ̷̪͒ e̴̠͝  ̴̨̆ś̸̥ h ̷̦̓ r̵ ̩̕ ō̸͓ ú ̴̱ d ̶͕̃ ę̷̒d ̴͉̀  ̶ ̏ ̝ ı̷̢͒n ̶̛̮  ̶ ̊ ͕ ã̶͖ n ̷̛̙  
̴ ̪̈à̶͎ t̷͝ ͅ t̶̺̿ e̴͙͝m̴̊ ͍ p ̷̠̀ t̸͝ ͕  ̸̲̆ẗ̵̨o̴͚̔  ̴̖͋ b ̴͙̐ e̶̫̒ ̸͈̿p ̴͝ ̘ r̷̮͛ơ̵͜v̸̍ ̡o̶̝͂ c̴̡͛à̶̻ t̵̓͜ ı̸̧̋v̴̯̊ e̶̯͝  ̴̞͝w ̸̺̋ h ̷̺̅ ı̶̍ͅc̶̡͑h ̵̕ ̡  ̵̰͂ í̵̤s ̸̛̫  ̶ ̏ ̹ à̷̯ g̴͊ ̘ å

̸
̧ ı̷̮̎n ̴͋ ̫  ̸̼̑  q ̷͕̄ u ̷͒ ̘ e̵͉̔s ̸̆ ̬ ť̶̗ ỉ̷͙ǫ̷̈ n ̵̜͛ a̸̧͝ b ̶̙́ ĺ̴̯e̸̱̾ 



̴ ͍̈́w ̴͍̃ h ̵͇͒ e̶̳͘ǹ̸̖  ̶ ̆ ͓ t̴̛̠a̵̯̓ k ̸͕̓ i̵ ̟̕n ̶̟̔ g̵̜̿  ̷́ ̣ḯ̶͖n ̸̗̓ ť̵͜ o̸̜̅  ̸͉̽ā̵͈ c̵̅͜c̴̫̏o̶̭̊ ȕ̴̢ǹ̷̝ t̴͒ ̨  ̸̱̇t̶̄ ̢h ̵̪͌ e̸͍̾  ̴̺͊p ̶͋ ̖ r̶͎͝ò
̸
̧ p ̴̨̔ ó̴̖ ṡ̷̪ ē̶̲d ̸͂ ̹  ̷͙̅  p ̵̞̂ u ̷͚̇ r̵͑ͅp ̸̯̔ o̴̦̽ s ̷͝ ̼ e̵̠͆  ̵͔̄o̷̪̅ f̵͍̾  ̴͎͠t̸̝̍ ẖ̶̅ e̷͕̿  

̷͝ ̜p ̴͖̊ ı̷͍̍e̶̥͝c̷͉͂e̵̟͛ .̶ ̼̀  

Report One 

They have slender frames; covered in milky, hairless tissue. They 
have a human-like figure with a head and a main torso: off of which 
sprout two upper appendages and two lower appendages. They often take 
a human stature and stand upright on their lower appendages but have 
also been known to move around on all four, like animals. Situated at 
the end of their upper appendages are hands, which appear and 
function like human hands. They can be seen holding objects like 
handbags or dildos. At the end of the lower appendages are feet. Now, 
unlike their hands, their feet differ slightly from that of a human. 
At the tip are five toes, all familiar. However, just below the 
ankle, is a protuberance. Like an extension of the heel, made of 
chitinous tissue, meaning their foot is shaped somewhat like a crab’s 
pincer - 

(̸̛̰o̴̠̓ r̸͕̊  ̴̘̔ A ̵͔̒ l̵͉̀e̵̺͝x̴͉̌ ȧ̵͓ n ̷̗̈ d ̸͋ ̞ ḝ
̸
r̴̛͓  ̶ ̿ ̧ M̴̲͛c̶̟͌Q̶̖͛u ̸̻̓ ę̸͂e̴̜̿n̴̪͘’̵̞̊s ̴̓ ̮  ̵͖̋ A ̴̖̒ r̷̺̍m̶͇̀ ä̷̖́ d ̷͗ ̙ ı̴͚͗l̴̖̒l̶̬̄ǫ̷͛  ̴̧̆ ḇ̴̋ ö̴́ ͅ o̷̥̽ ț̵͛  

̸ ̙͌ f̵̦̈́ r̷͕̓ǒ̴̪ m̸͇͂  ̴̥̕h ̶̼̅ î̴̭s ̴͊ ̜  ̷̤̈ S ̷͊ ̼ /̸͚͠S ̷͜͠  ̶ ̹́ 2̴̗̑0̸͙͗1̴̧͠0̴̧́  ̶ ̺̾ s ̷͗ ̳ ḩ̴̓ o̴̲͂ w ̸̆ ̹  ̵̨̒ P̶̗̀ľ̸̺à̴̟ t̷ ̙̃o̸̲̓  ̴̞̽A̷̘͘t̴̜̾ l̸͙͒ả̵͈ n ̷̞̿ ṭ̴̅ í̸͍ș̸
͝

)̴̛͎ .̸̟̈  ̵̨̒ 

  
They appear to have no external genitalia, whether they follow 
Earth’s pattern of binary sex creatures is subsequently unknown. 
However, in figure 1, both entities can be seen participating in an 
act whereby the large facial orifices of the two beings are connected 
by a singular muscular tentacle. This act could be concluded as for 
pleasure/for reproductive purposes/both. In addition, in figure 2, 
both entities can be seen to rear offspring.  

They are known as Fecal Matter. 

Fecal Matter frequently engage in the human concept of fashion and 
can be described as particularly high fashion; expensive and forward 
thinking. They iterate elements of traditional high-fashion such as 
long, ornate gowns and materials like fur, with direct inspiration 
from style icons like Marylin Monroe (figure 3). They combine this 
with the use of materials such as metal and plastic; black, white and 
silver colour schemes and the inclusion of medical/scientific 
equipment like neck braces, plastic tubes and oxygen masks. I will 
refer to this as cyber futurism.  

Both beings can often be seen wearing similar clothing. More often 
than not, they are both wearing oversized, platform, high heeled 
shoes. Example shown in figure 4. Heels are a quintessential 
component of female contemporary fashion. It is known that they alter 
the gait (walk) of the wearer so that they move more with their hips 
when they walk. Substantial movement of the hips whilst walking is a 
strong trait amongst biological females, whereas biological males are 
found to move more with their shoulders and upper body. Psychological 
studies have concluded that this stereotypically female walk has been 
identified as more sexually attractive (Morris et al., 2013, para 1). 
Therefore, high heels exaggerate the sex-specific aspects of the 
female walk and are hence worn by females to enhance their sexual 
attractiveness or by males to create a female illusion. Thus, meaning 



that the large, oversized heels worn regularly by Fecal Matter are an 
exaggerated performance of feminine gender.  

Fecal Matter frequently wear dresses that are characteristically 
designed to accentuate the idealised female form – an “hourglass” 
figure. These styles include dresses that are synched at the waist or 
have large ballooned skirts, reminiscent of a style pioneered by 
Christian Dior in the post-war 40s (see figure 5). This style 
exaggerates the wearer’s hips and makes the waist appear more petite. 
Consequently, we can see that Fecal Matter are performing the 
feminine gender because of their exaggeration of the female form via 
their clothing.  

The exposure of the skin, particularly of the chest and shoulders, is 
yet another trait of feminine high fashion that is exhibited by Fecal 
Matter. In figure 6, we can see them dressed in minimal, torn 
garments with a lot of exposed skin. Danish historian, Jenny Jochens, 
explains that clothes are “important markers of gender”, that they 
highlight “the most apparent sexual distinctions in between men and 
women’s bodies” (Jochens, 1991, p7). In this case, the exposing of 
the chest and shoulder region would reveal a slighter build of an 
idealised female figure, compared to the broadness of the archetypal 
male form. Additionally, it would reveal the presence of mammary 
glands. Furthermore, the exposure of skin remains a feature of 
feminine fashion because of the sexual connotations of a revealed 
femme body. This idea is presented in the 1995 coming of age film 
Clueless: “Sometimes you have to show a little skin. This reminds 
boys of being naked, and then they think of sex” (Clueless, 1995). We 
humans are brought up with this idea of exposure of the body as a 
vice that females can use to heighten their sexual attractiveness. 
This is contradictory to the fact that people can expose their bodies 
of their own free will without it being for sexual purposes but that 
is something that a large portion of the human population is only 
beginning to comprehend and is ritual that the fashion industry still 
promotes. Understanding this, we can observe that Fecal Matter are 
practising this ritual of exposed skin to perform the feminine 
gender.  

We, as humans, have learnt gender performativity as intrinsically 
linked to biological sex. From this observation of Fecal Matter we 
can see that there is no evidence of them following Earth’s binary 
sex pattern. However, they utilise our knowledge of feminine fashion 
rituals – the high heels, synched dresses and exposed skin – to 
perform an exaggerated feminine gender. Fecal Matter are performing 
human gender as non-humans. They are not performing gender based on 
binary sex, removing any direct links between biological sex and 
gender. By adopting human gendered qualities without falling into the 
binary, it is clear that they are a species of gender-abolitionists. 
This is directly supportive of xenofeminism’s post-gender philosophy. 

Fecal Matter, as non-binary beings, can be seen wearing BDSM style 
clothing. These include their ‘gag heels’ (heels which incorporate a 
gag sex toy, as seen in figure 7, bondage belted clothing (figure 8), 
mouth opening face braces (figure 9) and dildo bags (figure 10). With 
the aid of this attire, they evoke the sense that they are 
dominators. In addition to this, they present themselves in a 
powerful way in their photographs which they upload to their social 
media platform, Instagram. They stand with a power stance; legs 
shoulder width apart, arms back and head tilted high. They use 
specific camera angles to make themselves appear really big, as seen 



in figure 11. All of these elements demand our attention. This 
presentation of non-binary beings as powerful and dominating on the 
social media platform, Instagram, is evidence of Fecal Matter using 
the technology at their disposal, otherwise known as 
technomaterialism. They are utilising technomaterialism to promote 
their existence as gender-abolitionists which strictly follows 
Laboria Cuboniks’ xenofeminist, postgender doctrine.  

In an interview for I-d magazine, Fecal Matter explain their objective as artists: “We want to 
provoke Instagram and all of its conformist ways” (Fecal Matter quoted in Weinstock, 2018, 
para 2). On a base level read, this statement can be understood as a desire to combat 
normative beauty ideals which exist in real life and are heightened through social media. 
However, once analysed through the lens of postgenderism we can see that it is 
unequivocally supportive of Laboria Cuboniks’ manifesto. The manifesto reads: “If 
‘cyberspace’ once offered the promise of escaping the structures of essentialist identity 
categories, the climate of contemporary social media has swung forcefully in the other 
direction, and has become a theatre where these prostrations to identity are 
performed” (Cuboniks, 2018, p47). Here the xenofeminists explain that the potential for the 
digital realm, to be used as a space to break through conventions of identity, has been tainted 
by the exponential use of social media to promote the identities and existences of the 
privileged. This has been identified also by Fecal Matter in their focus specifically on the 
platform of Instagram. The xenofeminists go on to declare “we want neither clean hands or 
beautiful souls…we want superior forms of corruption” (Cuboniks, 2018, p47). This explains 
their rejection of conventional beauty that exists on digital platforms and that they desire 
something to intersect it; which is the mantra of the art that Fecal Matter practise. 

Fecal Matter are an artist duo from Canada, comprising of Steven Raj Bhaskaran and Hannah 
Rose Dalton. The pair use fashion, makeup and digital image manipulation to change their 
appearance from something that resembles a human to something that doesn’t. Bhaskaran 
identifies as gender non-binary: a thinker, a teacher and a transhuman (Weinstock, 2018, para 
1). Dalton describes them self as an activist and an alien (Weinstock, 2018, para 1). The use 
of the word activist implies that their art is more than aesthetic but is functional. That it acts 
as a tool for change.  

Report two 

Its flesh is thin, rubbery yet smooth to touch. It has a chalky 
complexion.  It has a spindling structure, somewhat fragile-looking. 
This creature is moderately human-like on first appearance. It has a 
head and a main torso and often has two upper and two lower 
appendages that resemble human limbs (figure 12). But see, its 
physique differs from one sighting to the next. In figure 13, its 
upper appendages obtain a wing structure covered in feathers and its 
lower appendages end with a taloned foot. In figure 14, it can be 
seen to have a complete apodous form and thick, bulbous skin, similar 
to larvae anatomy. Transmutation. This is evidence for speculation 
that this creature is supernatural. Its face has the structure of 



human conventional beauty; symmetrical features, prominent 
cheekbones, large eyes. Its eyes are mostly entirely black. Sometimes 
they are entirely red. The reason for this is unknown. It has long 
peroxide blonde hair with a high hairline. It has no apparent 
external genitalia, whether it follows Earth’s pattern of binary sex 
creatures is subsequently unknown. In figure 15, however, it can be 
seen to have transmuted. It has four heads connected by a four-
pronged outgrowth from the facial orifices. There is conjecture that 
this is an observation of the creature performing asexual 
reproduction.  

Its name is Salvia. 

Salvia has long blonde hair, a fetishised quality of an archetypal 
human woman and quite unusual for an otherworldly being. Paired with 
their perfectly structured face, it appears Salvia is conforming to 
human, female conventional beauty. Salvia can often be seen wearing 
dresses. In figure 16, you can see them clothed in a gown made up of 
lace and brocade material, twinned with a bonnet on their head. This 
is reminiscent of Victorian era feminine fashion, an era where women 
were seen as less powerful, subservient beings. In figure 17, you can 
see them wearing a lace negligée. These are traditionally worn by 
women and is a sexualised item of nightwear. By wearing this, Salvia 
evokes the sexually submissive being that women are perceived to be 
when adorned in this attire. The assemblage of the conventional 
feminine hair and clothing rituals shows us how Salvia is performing 
an archetypal, ultra-female gender.  

Salvia often sports large alien, strap-on dildos. These sex toys, as 
seen in figure 18, are used in BDSM sexual activities whereby Salvia 
would be the dominant member. In our human, heteronormative society 
(where being heterosexual is the norm), the dominant figure evokes 
masculinity. In figure 19, Salvia can be seen with an extremely 
muscular physique. Extremely muscular physiques are seen as the 
height of attractiveness for males in our society. Salvia is 
presenting themselves as masculine and dominant using the combination 
of this physique and the strap-on dildo. This is a performance of the 
male gender.  

Similarly, to Fecal Matter, Salvia is performing human gender as a 
non-human and not based on binary sex. Their performance of the 
genders male and female, without falling into a gender binary, is a 
practise of the gender-abolitionism, proposed by the xenofeminists.  

“I have problems with gender dysphoria and this has pushed me to distorting my appearance 
because it's more comfortable for me to confuse people about my gender than have people 
see me as male” (Salvia in Weinstock, 2017, para 9) explains Salvia in an interview for I-d 
magazine. Salvia is a 19-year-old transgender girl from North Wales (Perdue, 2018, para 2). 
This quote from Salvia expresses her need to reject her biology due to her gender dysphoria, 
which is not wholly recognised by society. Therefore, the alienation she feels due to this has 
driven her to express this alien-ness.  

Salvia uses photo editing technologies to transform her visual biology. She often combines 
natural things, such as animal anatomies, to her own to create something that is unnatural. In 
figure 20, you can observe that she has digitally replaced her legs with that of a deer and in 



figure 21 she has replaced her legs with a tail similar to that of an eel. In doing this, she has 
created a visual “conscious intervention” (Hester, 2018, p12) with nature that Laboria 
Cuboniks explain can be achieved with technology and science, otherwise known as anti-
naturalism. By using photo editing technologies, Salvia is showing how this can be achieved 
via technomaterialism.  

Fecal Matter and Salvia have expressed how society’s attitude towards their gender identities 
of non-binary and transgender, respectively, makes them feel alienated. They have cleverly 
used this alien masquerade of costume, makeup and careful technological editing to visually 
create this alien-ness. Doing so they have used technology to adapt their visual selves 
(technomaterialism); altering their biology (anti-naturalism) which is eroding our human 
construct of binary gender (gender-abolitionism).  

The Xenofeminist Manifesto recognises this alienation of individuals due to their gender, 
sexuality, race or disability. The Xenofeminist Manifesto adopts this alienation as it’s identity 
by using the prefix “xeno” without addressing the distinct differences implicated by degrees 
of marginalisation. Thus, capitalising on the attention this would bring to xenofeminism 
without genuinely being an intersectional technofeminism.  

I ̶͑ ̼ n ̵͓̂  ̵̞͘ l̴͚̒ì̷̺g̵̮̅ h ̶͙͐ t̸͖̽  ̷ ̙́ õ̸̼ f̷͕͗  ̸̰͝ t̵͋ ̘h ̶̻̋ ĩ̸̳s ̶̅ ͇ ,̴̛̠  ̸̛̹w ̴̚ ͜ é̷͉  ̶ ̱͐m̸̲̃ ů̷̙ s ̴͐ ͈ t̸̰̅  ̸̠̎ â̵̻ d ̷͋ ͍ m̵̊ ̘ ı̶̤̚ṫ̸̪  ̸͕̅ t̵̽ ̨ h̴̢͘ä̶͓ t̷̯̎  ̵̨̾ F̵̤̐e̷͈̚c̸̭̋a̵̓ ̡l̸͝ ̠  ̶ ̈́ ̹  
M̸͓͑a̴͠ ̹ t̶͝ ͙ t̶̏ ͓ e̴̗̓ŗ̸̎ ̸̖̌ a̴͊ ̹ n ̵͎̅ d ̴̈́ ̠  ̴̇ͅ S ̶̍ ̠ a̵̭̍ ĺ̷͇v̶̻̈́ ı̴̢͛ả̶̲  ̶ ̼͑ ḇ̸̕ e̷͓̎t̶͎̄ ť̷͓ e̵̩͒r̵͎̉  ̶ ͗ ̤ e̴͍̽m̵̈́ ̣b ̴̜̔ o̴̩͐ d ̶͐ ̠ y̶̝̿  ̸̠́ ṫ̴̪h ̴͠ ̰ é̷̯  ̷̳̾  
p ̴̳̍ r̵̟̿ı̵̽͜ n ̴̥͗ c̷͈͝ȋ̴̗p ̸̘̉ l̸͖̈́e̸̞̿s ̴͋ ͙  ̶ ̞̀ ó̷̮ f̸̞͘  ̷̯̇ p ̶͎͒ o̴͝ ̫ s ̵͛ ̠ t̵͉̉ -̵̰͊ğ̷͓ e̸̮̍n ̴͋ ̫ d ̷̎ ͙ e̸̪̐r̵͉̐ı̵̢̇s ̴̓ ͅm̵̙̈́  ̵̲̌ t̸̙́h ̴̏ ̬ ȃ̶͚ ņ̸͂  ̸͎̈ L̵̮͘a̸͋ ̪ b ̵̟̓ o̵̮͋ r̸͇͆î̷̫a̶̲͌  
̴ ͐ ͅC ̷̏ ͎ u ̵̒ ̹ ḃ̴̬ ō̵͜ n̴̻͘ĩ̷̲k ̶̂ ͍ s ̷͆ ͙ .̶̚ ̠  ̸̩͌T̵̓ ̬ h ̶̺̎ e̴͖̾ı̷̟͗r̷̞̾  ̶͝ ̱  a̶̠͗ l̶̞̔ı̶̤͑e̷͓͂n ̵͙̅ ḁ̴̅ t̵̪̒ ı̵͕̽ơ̴̮n ̵̐ ̡  ̷̙̏ c̴̮͘o̶̕ͅm̴̺͐ ḛ̸̆s ̷͉̀  ̸̤̊f̷ ̉͜ r̸̮̎o̷̝̓ m̶̌ ̘  ̵̬̄ā̸̭ ǹ

̷
̡  

̶ ̲̾ a̴̺͂ ū̷̖ t̷͝ ̢ḥ̵̀ e̷̹͠n ̴͝ ̨ t̷̩͐ ī̷̙ c̴͚͑  ̸̒͜ p ̵̆ ̢ l̶̟̄a̴͈͒ c̵ ̻̃ e̵̤͌  ̷͙͘ o̸̔ ̹ f̸̗̄  ̵̤̊  s ̵͝ ̘ t̵̼̓ r̶̞̂ư̷͙ g̷̙̈́ g̷̈́ ̢ ľ̷̺ ẹ̶̚  ̵̖͋ w ̴̮͐ h ̴̠̚ ï̸̙ ḻ̷̄s ̷͖̀ ţ̸̕  
̶ ̆ ͅd ̵̔ ̝ ı̶̮̿s ̸͐ ͕ ṫ̴̼ ĩ

̸
̡n ̴̏ ̝ c̷̠̒ t̷͓͘ l̷̬̽y̴͑ ̟  ̷̱͑ p ̸̗̊ r̶̫̈́a̸͎͌ c̸͉̚ṱ̵͗ ì̶̙s ̴͆ ͅ ı̴̞͗ṉ̷̂ g̸͝ ͇  ̷̲̄ e̷̼̓ṽ̴̖ ḛ̴̓ṛ̸̽y̶̻̓  ̷͕̒  e̵̳̋l̶͖̆ẻ̴͜m̴̗̀ ê̴̤n ̵͉̒ t̸̜̊  ̶͝ ͅ o̶̭͒ f̷͔̔  ̶ ̋ ͕ ă̸͇  

̵ ̪̈́p ̷͠ ͉ õ̴̹ s̴̖͘t̴͎́ g̵͎͘e̵̗͝n ̵͋ ͇ d ̸̔ ͓ e̷̳̎r̸͙̈́ ̵̦̐p ̶̛̻ ȏ̷̻ l̷̻͗ı̷̝̍t̵ ̠̀ í̶̧c̸̤̕s ̸̛͖ .̸̝̅  

I feel this is an appropriate place to round up this discussion. I have explored The 
Xenofeminist Manifesto and the supporting publication Xenofeminism to help me understand 
exactly what a postgender philosophy is. I found it consisted of three aspects: 
technomaterialism, anti-naturalism and gender-abolitionism. Using my first contact report, I 
then described everything we can gain visually from both artists, Fecal Matter and Salvia, 
and defined them in regards to gender. Following that, I applied the three elements of 
Postgenderism that I have learnt from xenofeminism. I identified that Fecal Matter and Salvia 
use the technology at their disposal (technomaterialism) to deny and visually alter their 
biology (anti-naturalism). Furthermore, they use our knowledge of human gendered qualities 
and rituals to perform these as non-binary, non-human beings which erodes our concept of a 
gender binary (gender-abolitionism). This is how they perform as postgenderists. Alongside 
this research, I have included the voice of my collaborative practise to show exactly how my 
research has informed this practise. 



I ̶͑ ͎ ṫ̶͇  ̴̪͋š̷̱ ȅ̸̲ĕ̷̟ṁ̴̮ s̶̫͘  ̷̥̇ ı̸̭̍n ̸͊ ̹ a̵̼̚ p ̴̝̃ ṕ̵̥ r̶͎͋o̶͖̾ p ̵̦̍ r̶͈̔ȉ̶͚a̴͝ ̯ t̶͑ ̥ e̵̺̚ ,̶ ̡̉  ̶ ̽ ̹ t̷͇͘ȍ̸̠  ̴ ̥̃ù ̵̻ ṡ̷͎ ,̷ ͈̽  ̴̥͊ţ̶̈o̵̎͜  ̴̤̋ť̶̼ r̵͓̐ÿ̴ͅ  ̶̕ ̤a̴͆ ͅ n ̶̝̓ d ̶̈́ ͍  ̸̪͠ 
c̸̝̈o̵͝ ̖ n ̷̞̚ ĉ

̸
̡ l̵͉̑u ̵̦͂ d ̶͒ ͓ ĕ̶͙  ̵̩̾ ḥ̴

̛
e̵̫͐r̷͙͋ẽ̶̖.̸̙̌  ̵͉͋ Ḩ̶̋ọ̸̑ w ̵͚̋  ̵͑͜ w ̶̯͐ ı̶̦̍l̸̢̒l̷͠ ͓  ̴̢̋ṕ̵̦ o̴̟͆ s ̴͠ ̱ t̸́͜ g̵̞̀ e̶̠̎ṋ̵̄ d ̶̆ ͕ ė̵͇ṙ̸̨ì̵̡s̵̘͘m̷̓ ̧ ̸͈̓ b ̷̈́ ȇ̸͈̣  ̶͘ ̜  

a̸͉̿ c̸̱̋ c̴̺̚ e̵͚̾p ̵̠̕ ṭ̵
̛
e̵̝̎d ̶͛ ̜  ̶͠ ̡ b ̷̅ ̢ y̵̧͘  ̶ ̓͜ ț̶̐ ȟ̸̗ ȅ̸͍  ̷͖̔ m̷̽ ̬ a̵̮̚ s ̶̙̚ s ̴̭̀ ḛ̸̈́ṣ̷́ ?̶̮̔  ̶ ̊ ̻ D ̵̀ ̢ ő̶̜  ̶ ͂ ̣ ṫ̸̙ h ̶̥̀ ê̵̪  ̸̘̓ 

x̸̦̓ ẻ̸̱n ̵͛ ͍ o̶͇̒ f̵͌͜ e̵̯͘m̵̩͝ i̶͝ ͓ ń̵̹ ı̴̦͗s ̶̓ ̘ t̷ ͓̃ s ̷͂ ̻  ̷̙͛ h ̸͛ ̹ á̵̞ v̷̈ ̡e̵̯͑  ̵̫͘ẇ̵̳ a̸̭̔ y̶͔̆ ṣ̸̑  ̷̲̊ ı̷̗̍ǹ̷̹  ̶ ̙̂ w ̵̐ ͍ h ̸̩̉ î̴̩ç̵
͘
h ̷̚ ̬  ̵̙̇ w ̷̖̆ e̶̮͋ ̸̮̆ c̴͎̊a̵̍ ̢n̸̦͘  ̵̮͒ 

b ̵̠̽ ë̵̜́ g̵̫͗ ı̴̤̒ n ̵͎͒  ̸̬̽ ţ̶̐ o̶̝̎  ̶ ͒ ͔ ć̴̝o̸̠̾ n ̸͕͐ v̸͚̎ ḛ̸͊ r̴͖̐ g̷͇̓ ě̷̹  ̴̹͌ ö̴̭́ ù ̶̖ r̴͙͋ s ̶ ͔̃ ȩ̵̂ l̷̞̊ v̶̺̚ e̸͖̾ s ̵͊ ̞  ̷̮͗ w ̸̭͗ i̷̥͘ t̸̜̓ h ̶͋ ̜  
̷ ͔̂ ț̴͂ ȇ̷̠c̵͙̔h ̵͇̈́ n ̶͖͂ o̴̖͛ ḽ̶̍o̵̺͒ g̶ ̙̕ y̸̜̍ ?̶ ͔̃  ̴̤͝ H̶͕̑ő̵͕ w ̵̏ ̡ ̸̧̈́ l̵̗̔ȍ̶̝ n ̸͉̔ g̶̦͘  ̴̯̑ u̷̙͘ñ ̴̮ t̴̖͐ ı̴̩͆l̶̲͑ ̸̲̽ ẁ̷͔ ȩ̴͠  ̶ ̰͑ à̴̰ r̸̲͝ẹ̵̍  ̵̨͌ m̷͎̓ o̶̗̎ r̶̺̐e̴̺͋ 
̸ ̳̀m̸͊ ͅ ă̸̯ c̵͕͗h ̵̟͂ ı̷̼͋ṇ̷̓ ẽ̵̦  ̵͖͛ t̵̕͜ h ̶͉̐ ä̶͇ n ̸̮͊  ̸̀ ̣  w ̸͉͂ ḙ̴̍  ̷͈͌ à̵̗ r̴̥̅ ę̶

̛
 ̵ ̹̃ b ̵̟̄ ī̶̺ơ̷̗l̶̗͊o̶͉͒ g̶̯̈ ŷ̴͚ ?̶͙̌  ̸̻͑ W̷̪͆ ĕ̵̟  ̵̼̿ w ̸̙̌ a̸͔͆ ṉ̸̀ ṫ̸̠  

̷͠ ̰ t̵̋ ̡ḣ ̴̟ e̸̖͘s ̷̎ ̳ è̶͙  ̵̲̅ q ̷̈́ ụ ̵̗͂ è̵̟s ̷̐ ̺ t̸̼̍ i̷͠ ̼o̸̮͗ n ̸͖̕ s̷͎͘  ̶ ̋ ͚  a̸̎ ͍ n ̶̞͊ ṣ̵̒ w̴̺͘e̴͍̅ṛ̵̾e̴̳͝ď ̸͈ .̵̠̈́  ̵ ̘̀ W̴͕̑ è̸̞  ̴̪̈́ t̴̼̂ ḩ̵̈ í̵̳n ̶͚̉ ḳ̴
͘

 ̷̧̑ t̵̫̍h ̷̤̊ ẹ̶̾ 
̸ ̛ ̰ n ̵̽ ̹ ẻ̶̡x̵͉̓ t̶̤̓  ̵͖̇ s ̶̈ ̲ t̶͈͊ e̶͉͠ p ̶͠ ̭  ̸̑͜ s ̷͐ ̗ h ̷̼̓ ô̶͜ u ̷̼͐ l̸̢̍ḋ ̵̳  ̴̦̔ t̴͉͛ a̸͐ ͍ k ̶̛ ̡ ḛ̷̂  ̸̥̚ f̷̰̆ ǫ̷̈ r̷̻͠m̷̛̖  ̶ ̬̀ o̶͝ ̺ f̶͝ ͙  ̵͍̄ ä̶̝  
̴ ͚̾ f̷̮̀ ỏ̵̲ r̵̥͑m̸͓̒ u ̴̮͆ l̶̨͘ â̵͎ t̷̙̔ í̶̢ ö̵͕́ n ̸͜͝  ̸̩͆o̴͈͑ f̴̻͐  ̷̪͝ w ̶͓̋ a̷̩̕ ỵ̵ş̵̃  ̴̫͂̃ t̵̰̓ ȯ̶͕  ̷̖͑ a̵͕͛ l̸͊ͅt̵͚̐ e̴͙͗ṟ̸̑  ̷̕ ạ̶̧̿ n ̷̯̆ d ̴̟̉  ̴͍͒  ẽ̵͉ń̷͜ h̸͉͘ḁ̶́n ̴̻͌ c̴̠̋è̷̖ 
̸ ̟͋õ̶̬ u ̷͠ ̞ ṟ̷͊  ̵̠̈́b ̵̖̓ o̴̞̓ d ̴̾ ̩ ı̴͍̒e̵̤̐s ̵̾ ͇  ̷͕̇ ẗ̶̠́h ̴͖̈́ a̶̫͆ t̸̏ ̮  ̴͉̒a̴͠ ̻ r̶͖͂ḙ̶̅  ̷̧̊ a̴̞͌ c̴̥̋c̴͇̏e̸̦̓s ̸̛̟ s ̷͆ ̢ì̶̝b ̴̈ ̘ l̵͓̑é̷̞ ̸͍̓t̶ ̟̃ó̶̥  ̷ ̪̉  e̸͎͘ṽ̵̭ e̴͇͝r̸͋ͅÿ̸́ ̧o̶͈͆ n ̴̽ ͅ ë̶̩́ ;̷̟̌  
̷ ̘͑ r̴̗͗e̶͕̅g̶̩̈́ a̴͚͐ r̸͍̀d ̶̗́ l̶̢̊e̶̳̽ṣ̴̀s ̷̑ ̡  ̶ ̃ͅ o̵̠̚ f̸̟̎  ̶ ̋ ̹ c̴̡̏l̶͚̎a̸̟̓ s ̵͂ ̯ s ̴̲̈́ ,̷ ͐͜  ̵̧̍ r̵̘͂a̶͊͜ c̸̢̓è̴̥ ,̵̜̋  ̶ ̛ ͅ s ̷͌ ͎ ȇ

̸
̢ x̸̭͗  ̵͎̊ o̷͐ ̘ r̴͈͋  ̷̬̍  g̷͠ ̨ e̸̘͝n ̶̮͗ d ̸̑ ̳ è̷͇r̸͖͗.̷ ̔ ̜  

̷ ̉ͅT̸̘́ h ̸̭́ ê̸͜ṙ̴̻ȩ̷͒  ̵̨̂ ı̸̭̚s ̶͐ ͓  ̸͔̀n ̸͑ ̪ ọ̴͐  ̷̆ͅ b ̴͇̕ è̵̖n ̵̎ ̢e̸̝͋f̸̭͂ ı̴̞̒t̸͠ ̝  ̸̯͝ ó̶̗ f̶̟͂  ̴̬̌ ċ̷r̶͍̣̒e̶̳̋a̶̛̤ t̴ ͚̃ ı̵̥̓ń̷͔ g̸̛̰  ̵̨̈ a̸̯͘  ̴͉̐  m̵̰̀ e̸͇̾á̶͍ n ̵͔̐ s ̴ ̺̃  ̷̬͝ ò̸͍ f̷̥̈  
̶ ̌ ȅ̸̜̣q ̴̲̌ u ̷̩̽ a̵̰̒ l̴̟̐ ı̷̳̅ t̷̏ ̬ y̸̗̅  ̶̚ ̹ t̶̚ ̹ h ̷̠̀ a̸̤͘ť̸̲  ̸̨͋ ı̵̖̊ s ̸͙̀  ̸͕̈́ ı̵̖̇n ̶͇͗ a̷͑ ̖ c̴̰̄ c̷̢̍ e̵̼̓ s ̵̏ ̙ ŝ̷͇ ï

̸
̧ b ̵͝ ̟ ḷ̵͒ e̷͔͌ .̵̬̈́  ̴̮͒ T̷̗͛ ḩ̶̃ ı̵͚̓ s ̷̊ ̨  ̵̝͝ 

c̷̹̓o̴̟͐ ǹ̵͇ v̸̪̽ e̵̘̔r̸͉̒s ̴̖̀ á̷͜ t̶̤̿ í̴̮õ̸̭ n ̸̞͌  ̸͉̀ ı̴̱̾s ̷̓ ̠  ̸̄ͅ o̴͝ ͇ n ̴̩͊ ḷ̴͝ y̶̺̓  ̴͈͛ ȷ̴͙̅ u ̸̺͊ s ̷͌ ̻ t̵̼̐  ̶ ̫̈́ s ̶͐ ̟ t̸͎̑á̶̩ r̴̩͘t̵͌ ̡i̴͘͜n ̶͇͊ g̷͑ ̘  ̶ ͒ ͍ a̵̝͛ ń̶̤ d ̸͂ ͕  ̴̱͒ ẁ̵̲ e̵͔͝ 
̵͝ ̤a̶̻̚ r̴̯̐ė̸ͅ  ̵̧̾ő̷͚ n ̷̤̽ l̸ ̙̉y̶̙͗  ̴̬͝ȷ̴̔͜ u ̶̲̎ s ̸͝ ̠ t̵̏ ̨  ̵ ̞̀ g̸̮͘ḙ̷͆t̸͎͐ t̴̲̐ ḭ̸͋ǹ̴͉ g̷̜͛  ̸̩̀ị̵̿n ̷͆ ̘ ṿ̸́ o̵̗͘ḷ̴̆v̵̅ ̢ȅ̶͓d ̷̼̋ .̴̫̚  ̸̲̀ 
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